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ABSTRACT
This paper draws on recent postgraduate landscape architecture student work at QUT. It involved a
variety of townscape design studies which dealt with three dilemmas: managing the conflict in lifestyle
expectations between established and immigrant populations in country towns being overtaken by urban
expansion; dealing with the impact of increased urbanisation on the layers of the cultural landscape; and
ameliorating conflicts between the motor vehicle and other social functions of urban environments. The
programs required working directly with community representatives including elected and salaried
members of the local authority and diverse organisations and interest groups. These programs provide
a challenging learning experience; assist in educating and empowering community groups to make more
informed decisions; and increase awareness of the relevance of the design professions.
DEFINITIONS
The following definitions establish a common understanding of the meanings intended in the title of this
paper:
the Common Ground refers to the everyday public domain of the urban environment and its
relevant context. It includes the street and other circulation reserves, open space and the left
over spaces wherever they may occur; and
the Cultural Landscape refers to landscapes modified by or for human use and to which
society can attach meanings and values through sensual, historical, cultural or other relevance
to the human intellect (Thomas & O'Hare, 1995).
It is this idea of meaning in landscapes that has generated increasing awareness of the importance of
culturally meaningful landscapes to the continued well being of society (Taylor, 1989) (Kunstler, 1993;
10) (Calthorpe, 1994).
CASE STUDY PROFILES
The issues explored in this paper draw on the experiences gained from studies of three Queensland
towns undertaken by students in the Graduate Diploma in Landscape Architecture in 1994 and 1995.
Although each shared a generic commonality in terms of the issues being confronted they contrasted
strongly with each other in terms of both scale and the physical manifestation of these issues.
Mooloolah Village Study
In analysing the existing form and character of Mooloolah, Justin Ray (1994) observed that history is
generally written by the conqueror, that the village of Mooloolah in the Caloundra hinterland has lost the
evidence of its long and rich aboriginal past to European settlers. He also concluded that the essence
of the settlement and the subtleties of its European origins have also been largely lost through
uncoordinated and insensitive change in the ensuing century. Mooloolah is located on the main northern
railway line and nestles under the foothills of the Blackall Ranges. Only fifteen minutes from Caloundra,
the seat of local government, and one hour from Brisbane it is lost to the larger world because it lies off
the "beaten track" of the main road networks. It is this splendid isolation which has made the village so
attractive to its traditionally rural residents and its even newer settlers. Relatively cheap land and good
rail and road access to Brisbane, Nambour, and the Sunshine Coast is attracting rapid subdivision of
previously rural lands and a sharp increase in an essentially commuter population. This new population
is urban rather than rural based in outlook and has quite different lifestyle expectations to the sleepy
country village image espoused by its established residents. Much of the current subdivision impacting
on Mooloolah is at rural residential scale.
Mooloolah, which owes its name to the aboriginal "Mullu" meaning red-bellied black snake, began as a
Cobb & Co coach stop when the road to Gympie was opened in 1868. Justin refers to a letter in the
Brisbane "Courier" of 24th September, 1868 which proclaimed that
...the scenery in many places is most magnificent - the ocean to the east , a splendid range of
country to the west, the palm tree scrubs and gullies are most beautiful.....Townships should be
laid out at the Caboolture, Mooloolah and Maroochy Rivers..... It does appear to me a narrow,
selfish, and suicidal policy, not to open this road and lay open this beautiful country.
The coach service was replaced by rail in 1891 and this has now been further upgraded by electrification
of the line to Gympie and the provision of fast train travel in airconditioned comfort. It is not unreasonable
to attribute a similar justification to the modern invasion of Mooloolah and places like it. The challenge
confronted by the students was to evolve strategies which manage the invasion without history being
totally re-written, yet again, by the conquerors.
Mackay South Residential Study
Although quite different in context this study shared with Mooloolah the need to understand the social
impact of rapid change in the urban environment. The project was sponsored by the Mackay City
Council and focused on an older low density residential area mixed with a variety of educational
institutions, local retail and light industry immediately south of the city heart. The historical development
of the area dated back to European settlement of the Mackay region in the 1870's. Clear evidence of
historical and cultural associations is visible in its physical form and character. In a critique of the existing
cultural landscape, Susan Young (19941) noted that a visitor to Mackay has an immediate sense of the
town's history. Many buildings currently in use serve the same purpose as in the early days of the
prosperous sugar industry. Susan refers to public outrage when the Post Office was to be turned over to
Telecom. This was clearly seen as a threat to established associations and community values. The
study area is particularly rich in historical and cultural heritage. Much was developed prior to 1900 and in
the first two decades of this century. The houses and their private landscapes of cottage front gardens
and utilitarian backyards, dominated by Mango Trees and Coconut Palms, result in a landscape of a
distinctive coastal Queensland character.
The impetus for change came from two closely related influences - funding from the Building Better
Cities program of the National Government and an active policy of urban consolidation of the Mackay
City Council. These promoted an increase in affordable housing and housing choice with a resultant
increase in development densities in the area. A third factor - the redundancy of two railway corridors
through the study area and the need to re-integrate these linear corridors into the urban fabric -
increased the complexity of issues to be confronted. A priority issue was identified as being the
protection of the rights and values of existing residents and the conservation of the rich evidence of
history in the cultural landscape.
Rosewood Township Study
Rosewood is a small town of some 3,000 residents fifteen kilometres to the west of Ipswich. The town
has its origins in coal mining and timber getting in the late 1800's and takes its name from the Rosewood
Tree (Acacia fasiculifera) which also gave its name to, and dominated, the once extensive Rosewood
Scrub of the district. A wider claim to fame is St Brigid's Catholic Church which is said to be the largest
timber church in the southern hemisphere and boasts a wonderfully ornate interior. The town is located
on the railway from Brisbane through Toowoomba to the southwest of Queensland. It is the current
terminus of electric train services on this line. Brisbane's Central Station is a little over an hour away and
it is less than half that to the heart of Ipswich.
The town lies within the greater Ipswich City local authority area formed by the recent amalgamation of
the former Ipswich City and Moreton Shire Councils. The current Strategic Plan of the former Moreton
Shire designates Rosewood as a service centre for proposed urban growth to a population of 60,000.
The major residential growth concentrations are targeted at Walloon to the east and a new "town" of
Lanefield to the west. Both centres will be essentially dormitory residential enclaves. A further factor is
the close proximity of Amberley Air Base for which Rosewood provides a significant dormitory function
for RAAF personnel. Extensive underground mining on almost the whole of the town perimeter prevents
any significant expansion of the town in area terms. These intervening undermined areas become
greenbelts in the strategic plan by default.
The primary focus of the design challenge here was to explore ways of dealing with the impact of more
intensive commercial and associated development on the historic fabric and scale of the Rosewood
townscape and, in particular, its main street. It also shared with Mooloolah a need to understand the
conflicts between the aspirations of the predominantly urban-based newcomers in dormitory suburbs
and the established population of mining and rural outlook.
STUDENT INTERACTION WITH THE COMMUNITY
In all of the projects the initial connection between QUT and the local community was established
through concerned people, either elected or employed, within local government. This relationship was
important to ensure that students had supportive access to council data resources and that adequate
funding was available to allow the community at large to benefit from the work of the students. A
significant proportion of funding allowed for the copying of student work so that the community, through
the Council, could continue to use the work to stimulate and guide on-going community consultation.
The initial briefing for all projects occurred on location in a freewheeling and open discussion of issues
between the students and community representatives. The community delegation comprised elected
representatives and Council officers together with leaders of the various interest groups within each
community. The invitations to the various community interest groups was left to the elected
representatives and Council officers involved on the premise that they had a closer understanding of the
political dynamics of their constituencies. Both the Mooloolah and Rosewood projects had added spice
for both the students and the "client group" involved in that the initial briefings took place less than a
month before local government elections. This added a priceless dimension of reality to the educational
experience for all concerned.
During the fifteen week currency of each project there were a further two formal meetings with the
community. The first of these, at the halfway point, presented the broad strategies being explored as a
means of stimulating community discussion of options and verifying the students' interpretation of needs.
The last presentation in Mooloolah and Rosewood took the form of a halfday public display in a
mainstreet location. In the case of Mackay, the tyranny of distance and cost prevented the students from
returning to the site and resulted in a community delegation coming to QUT for a full day of formal
presentations. In addition to these formal contacts the students were encouraged to maximise informal
contact with community interests throughout the project. Again, this was limited by distance in the case
of Mackay but was enthusiastically pursued in the other two projects.
MANAGING THE CONFLICTS IN LIFESTYLE EXPECTATIONS
Strongly evident in both Mooloolah and Rosewood, and providing a strong undercurrent in Mackay, was
the issue of conflict in lifestyle expectations between established and immigrant populations. The open
expression of conflict in the two rural centres contrasted the emerging role of the towns as dormitory
suburbs providing cheaper land and housing opportunities for largely blue collar elements of an urban
oriented workforce and the traditional social structure of the established residents with essentially rural
backgrounds and outlooks. At the heart of this conflict is the curiously termed process of "counter-
urbanisation" which is impacting on many country centres once located beyond the fringes of, but being
engulfed by, an ever expanding metropolis.
The conflict in Mackay was more subtle. Here conflicting factions were urban based rather than a
manifestation of the pluralistic urban vs rural societies. Susan Young (19941) records that the number
of school children was low despite the number of schools in the study area, that the number of 20 -24
year olds was very high as a reflection of 6,000 students enrolled at the regional College of TAFE, and
that a Torres Strait Islander population of about 2.1% was about four times the State average. Much of
the population was highly transient with little apparent interest in the long term cultural values of the
area. The majority of the more permanent populace was in older age groups and appeared to be well
endowed with the distrust of both authority and change often found in lower income inner city areas. The
combination of these factors meant that the students had a very limited feel for grass roots community
values and were confronted with the necessity to deal with a public authority (the Mackay City Council)
which had a strong commitment to urban renewal and a seemingly superficial regard for community
involvement. It was interesting to observe that, almost without exception the students assumed the role
of community advocates, and often acted as the devil's advocate, in presenting and arguing their
proposals to the Council representatives as a means of dealing with this dilemma.
Mooloolah differed from Rosewood in that much of the "counter-urbanisation" impacts were of the rural
residential development type. This resulted in two levels of student response:
a strategic approach that sought to throw an edge around the core of the Village as a means of
managing its country town scale and form and to separate it from the low density patterns of
settlement occurring throughout the valley; and
a concentration on a "Mainstreet" approach within the Village itself to provide a framework which
would permit the expansion of local services to meet the demands of the dormitory population
without significantly impacting on the "country town" form and character within the Village edge.
One design group (Mew et al, 1994) developed a model for community participation in the decision
making process and supported this with a simple checklist based on four questions to provide consistent
criteria for assessing the relative worth of various proposals. This model was then used to evaluate their
own design proposals for Mooloolah. The development of this model was prompted by the clear sense
of community evident in Mooloolah which is the 1995 winner of Category 3 (population 401 - 800)in the
Tidy Towns Competition (Sunday Mail, 1995).
RECOGNISING AND CONSERVING THE LAYERS OF TIME
The need to respect and conserve the layers of time in the cultural landscape was strongest in the
Mackay and Rosewood studies. Mooloolah had already lost much of the references to its origins through
ad hoc re-development. Until recently the "gateway" from Caloundra and the Bruce Highway to the east
had been a low level timber bridge across the Mooloolah River. This bridge was the Village's War
Memorial and the site of the annual Anzac Day services. This community significance was ignored by
the corporate decision makers in the Department of Main Roads and the bridge and all of its cultural
references replaced by a new and anonymous precast concrete structure. Its approaches were also
"upgraded" and extended into the main street at highway standard despite the fact that the road was not
a major throughway. Not only did the Village lose its War Memorial, it lost any sense of scale and
character of a village.
The highway that the main street had become was extended into Mooloolah's second major street to the
entrance to the State School where it abruptly reverted to a narrow and winding bush road into the upper
valley. New shops in the all too prevalent "Meccano heritage style" and a characterless mainstreet
provided a placeless central focus to the village. The original railway station siding, dating back to the
1890's was scheduled for demolition just a few weeks after the study began despite local community
pleas for its retention and restoration as tangible reference to the Village's origins.
For these reasons most of the proposals concentrated on the streetscape of the village's two major
spines as a means of bringing a sense of unity and village scale back to the townscape. There was a
strong preference for street trees selected from the many ornamental species of the local rainforests in
the Mooloolah River valley as a way of establishing a sense of local identity in the future landscape. In
functional terms these designs sought to:
clearly separate the Village proper from the indeterminate sprawl of rural residential
development by establishing, or re-establishing "gateways" on the roads entering or leaving the
central zone; and
provide a coherent and user friendly linkage between the three major community focal points -
the railway station and shopping centre, community hall and the State School.
In Mackay the concerns focused on conservation of the distinctive coastal Queensland landscape
character of this old residential area. The urban consolidation that had already occurred had resulted in
a progressive loss of the backyard trees which are the dominant contributors to the structure of this
landscape. Most consolidation was achieved by removal of the older houses on larger blocks and their
replacement by multiple dwellings. This necessitated removal of most of the large existing trees and
their replacement by small scale ornamental garden plantings that rarely reach above roof lines and
contribute little to the changing landscape. Council planning policies and guidelines were based on
Amcord Urban (1992) principles with a heavy emphasis on the built form and the way it addressed the
street in scale and character to offset the visual impacts of re-development. There was no clear
recognition of the role of vegetation and its significant influence on urban form and character over time in
these policies.
As a way of dealing with the problem of tree loss, the students looked to increasing the provision of trees
within the public domain and in increasing the public domain by the formation of pocket parks in
combination with the retention of existing trees on private land wherever this was possible. This
approach produced an interesting conflict of logic among many permanent residents. While there was
high acceptance of large trees in backyards, the suggestion of trees in the streets evoked wide
resistance on potential cyclone damage grounds. Despite this resistance there was also general
agreement that those streets which already had significant tree plantings were attractive places. The
students also saw street trees as a way of reducing the dominance of motor vehicles and sought ways of
re-designing the streets to meet both goals without raising the fears of residents on safety grounds.
The streets of Mackay, like many of the northern coastal cities and towns, are very wide. The typical
street reserve is two chains (40.24 metres) wide with a two lane sealed carriageway separated from the
footpaths by a wide unsealed verge and deep kerb and channels designed to cope with the heavy
monsoonal rainfall. The unsealed verges were usually grassed and, although street trees were often
absent, they provided pleasantly soft streetscapes that were safe for pedestrians, cyclists and motorists
alike. Increasing vehicular traffic demands has seen many of these streets fully sealed from kerb to
kerb. The result is higher traffic speed and noise, increased glare and stormwater runoff and a reduction
in safety for pedestrians and cyclists. Design recommendations by most student groups called for
retention of the grassed verges where they still existed. There was also a potential to introduce formal
street tree plantings to separate the road reserve into a series of parallel use zones. The wide streets
allow these tree plantings to be spaced well away from houses to allay the perceived threats of cyclonic
weather.
In The Geography of Nowhere Kunstler refers to the nineteenth century Chicago suburb of Riverside
designed by Olmsted and Vaux . He draws attention to a difference with later suburbs in its attention to
finely grained detail which included the trees in the public domain.
The lazily curved streets were lined with these trees, planted at formal intervals, and some of the
streets terminated in woodsy little squares, while others were divided by a planted median ... the
result was a system of streets that were scaled to the pedestrian, streets that invited walking,
offered strong focal points and a sense of destination, and felt good to be in.
Compare this to a modern residential subdivision ... same curvy streets, only what a difference
the absence of formally planted trees makes. In today's subdivision the streets have no other
official function except to funnel the cars to and fro ... to remove some of the danger that drivers
pose, highway engineers have developed a standard perfect modern suburban street ... the
perfect modern suburban street has no trees planted along the edge that might pose a hazard to
the motorist incapable of keeping his Buick within the thirty six foot wide street. The street does
not terminate in any fixed objective that might be pleasant to look at or offer a visual sense of
destination ... With no trees arching over the excessively wide streets, and no focal points to
direct the eye, and cars whizzing by at potentially lethal speeds, the modern suburban street is a
bleak, inhospitable, and hazardous environment for the pedestrian (Kunstler, 1992; 49-50).
It is acknowledged that more recent initiatives such as Amcord (1990) and Amcord Urban (1992) are
attempting to address the issues of excessive street widths and vehicle speeds. The fact remains,
however, that street trees are still not considered a necessary part of the streetscape infrastructure and
that the modern suburban street remains a nightmare for the pedestrian and cyclist. In arguing for a
concentrated effort in reducing the dominance of the car on urban environments Prof. Dirk Bolt (1994)
observed that "drivers curse each other, pedestrians greet each other". Streets that are pleasant and
safe for motorists, cyclists and pedestrians might eliminate the curse and allow all users to greet each
other.
There is a strong current focus on Local traffic Management Schemes, prompted by both Amcord and
Amcord Urban, designed to slow and reduce vehicular traffic by incorporating various devices in the
carriageway. These schemes are certainly addressing safety in streets to varying degrees but are not
achieving the other goal of a pleasant street environment for all users. The role of trees to fulfil this latter
goal is one that needs to be put on the research agenda. Exploration of possible street tree
configurations in the Mackay project highlighted a need to explore the question of optimum tree spacings
in streets. In many instances this is heavily controlled by the presence of other impediments (power
poles, public utilities, property entrances, intersections and the like). Where these limiting factors are not
a constraint it appears that spacing needs to be close enough to appear as a definite avenue to
motorists but not so close as to prevent prospect from and of the private domain.
One of the student design teams saw an opportunity offered by the disused rail corridors to further
reduce the dominance of the car and, at the same time, retain a meaningful link with the past. Dart et al
(1994) proposed a light rail circuit which linked the larger residential area to the City Centre. One
member of the group suggested that
Sugar cane and canetrains are an intrinsic part of Mackay's history and its contemporary
landscape. They have been identified with a socially and economically vigorous settlement since
the establishment of the sugar industry in the 1860's. The Sugar Train light rail service would
reinforce links with Mackay's cultural heritage and foster an awareness of the past that is
essential to the maintenance of purpose in life (Young, 19942).
Integrated with the rail service was a proposal for establishment of local shops framing a pocket park
within the rail corridor as a focus of traditional neighbourhood life. This proposal echoes the pleas of the
"New Urbanism" movement for neighbourhoods with a defined centre (Duany & Plater-Zyberg,1994).
At Rosewood the issues of the cultural landscape centred heavily on the mainstreet. There was a strong
community push, supported by the local Councillor, to "upgrade" the streetscape through the introduction
of "Mailorder Heritage" street furniture items and ubiquitous paving. The design class argued strongly
that these things had nothing to do with the town's heritage and would contribute nothing to maintaining
its existing scale and character in the face of increasing commercial development. One student (Dahm,
1995) drew attention to old wooden church pews outside a shop and the fact that these provided a
favourite place for the locals to watch the world go by. Here was an opportunity to satisfy the demands
for upgrading and retaining reference to the town's layers of time and its origins by commissioning the
still functioning sawmill and the town's carpenters to make new street and park furniture in the same
style.
BENEFITS OF THE TOWNSCAPE STUDIES
The program of townscape studies will remain an important component of postgraduate education for
landscape architecture students at QUT. Experience gained from the projects discussed in this paper
has shown that there are three primary benefits gained:
students are provided with challenging learning experiences;
the projects contribute to public education within the community and assist in empowering the
community to make more informed decisions about their futures; and
awareness of the roles and potential contributions of the design professions within the
community is raised significantly.
The "real life" nature of these design studies have provided challenging learning experiences for the
students that meet university goals of establishing lifelong learning skills in its graduates. The students
are required to confront the diversity of attitudes, values and prejudices that are a normal part of all
communities. There is no opportunity to hide from reality or behind theoretical idealism because they are
constantly called on to defend the rationale behind their proposals to the communities they are working
within.
The lesson that all students learned in these studies is well summarised by Justin Ray (1994) in relation
to the Mooloolah project. This was that diverging interest groups are a reality. The anti-development
lobby tends to focus on small changes that increase comfort, safety and community facilities while those
promoting development look to opportunities for growth and profit through marketing the lifestyle and
environment that their opponents are trying to protect. Both groups need to realise that their visions
contain a common thread - the marketability that one group promotes supports the other's desire for
improved liveability through minor physical change. An important key to resolving conflict is to use this
unifying thread to meet both the common and divergent goals.
The contribution made to public education is through the promotion of debate about alternative options.
A key element of this is having the students work in small groups. Each group is encouraged to develop
its own goals, objectives and belief systems from which to argue their proposals. This means that the
community is presented with a variety of solutions to any given issue and are thus able to discuss the
relative merits of each. The outcome is a more informed community that is empowered to take a more
proactive role in deciding the way in which the future environment can take shape. At the conclusion of
the Mooloolah project the community, strongly supported by the Caloundra City Council, initiated and
implemented a major creek and road planting scheme to define the Village entry from the east. A similar
response has happened in Rosewood. The Ipswich City Council has commissioned a landscape
architect to evaluate the student work and make recommendations for implementation of proposals that
have met with general approval within the community.
The final benefit of establishing the relevance of the design professions within the community comes
from ensuring a high visibility at all phases of the project. The community is able to share in the
exploration of issues and potential strategies in shaping the ideas that emerge from the projects.
Kunstler (1993; 10) accuses us of being "ever busy, ever building, ever-in -motion, ever-throwing-out the
old for the new" and that in so doing "we have hardly paused to think about what we are so busy
building, and what we might have thrown away". Kevin Lynch in Good City Form tells us that
Impersonal forces do not transform human settlements. Or at least they do so only on rare
occasions, and these are natural disasters: fire, flood, earthquake, and pestilence. Otherwise,
the modification of settlement is a human act, however complex, accomplished for human
motives, however obscure or ineffective. (Lynch, 1992; 5)
The belief system at the heart of landscape architecture is that the modification of human settlements by
conscious human acts, while often complex, should be neither obscure nor ineffective. It requires the
designer to be fully sensitive to both the scope of human needs to be satisfied and the limits imposed by
the environment on the continued sustenance of those needs. One of the most positive ways of ensuring
this sensitivity is to make the practice of landscape architecture, in collaboration with planners,
engineers, architects, artists and the like a normal part of the processes of community decision making
(Thomas, 1995).
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SCHEDULE OF SUPPORTING SLIDES
FILLER
1 Mooloolah and Blackall Ranges
2 Palm tre scrubs and gullies
FILLER
3 Mackay Study Site (Map)
4 Mackay - sense of history
5 Residential scale - mangoes and palms
FILLER
6 Rosewood mine head
7 Strategic Plan structure
8 Structure and scale of Rosewood (Aerial photo?)
9 Mainstreet Rosewood
10 Church Hall public display
FILLER
11 Core vs fringe strategy - Moolloolah
12 Main street linkage - Village core
13 Mew Model for community participation
14 "Meccano heritage" and Main Street
15 Station siding
16 Gateway to Molloolah Village
17 Main Street treatments
18A King Street (Susan Young)
FILLER
19 Existing house and mango tree
20 Removal of house
21 Multiple dwelling example and vegetation loss
22 Addressing the street
23 Wide street with centre sealing
24 Wide streets fully sealed
25 Street trees breaking down the street width
26 Washington DC street - treed
27 Modern street - no trees
28 Cane train circuit
29 Susan Young shopping centre
FILLER
30 "Mail order" heritage
31 The "pew"
FILLER
